
MRS. MARLENE BUCKERIDGE 

EASTERN COUNTIES CAT SOCIETY SHOW 7TH AUGUST 2010 

 

Many thanks to Audrey for the invitation to judge.  A rather busy day but thanks to a my steward 

Steve Parkin and some lovely cats, an enjoyable day. 

Original Foreign SH Premier Neuter Male 

GR. CH MCRAE & GABB’S PR. PONTABY MONTAGNA (23e) MN 30.6.09  Young Fawn Aby male 

neuter.  Gently contoured moderate wedge head.  Fairly large pricked ears set wide apart.  Fairly 

large rounded almond shaped eyes set well apart with an oriental set.  Amber eye colour.  Muzzle 

indentation.  Very slight nose bump.  Level bite and good chin. Short well ticked coat although 

undercoat a little white on lower back.  Chin, lips and nostrils have cream colour.  Good warm fawn 

ticked with darker fawn.  Faint broken necklet – Short fawn hocks and tail  tip.   

R LOWELL’S PR. NELSHAN SCARLETT PIMPERNEL (33a36) MN 23.2.09  Devon Rex boy who 

was not overly happy and therefore not out for long.   Short, broad wedge, good cheekbones and 

fairly strong muzzle.  Lovely eye shape and set.  Large ears fairly low set.  Brow curving back to flat 

skull.  Level bite.  Whisker break.  Some stop although it could be better.  Quite good chin.  Solid and 

muscular body.  Long tapered tail well covered.  Coat is very short and rippled although slightly harsh 

on his back -  front and sides are softer. 

Original Foreign SH Premier Neuter Female 

GR. CH NOBLE’S GR. CH & GR. PR. TROIKA AURORA (16a) FN 3.5.02  A gentle older Russian Blue girl 

of excellent size, weight and condition although moulting a little.  Fairly large well set ears (most of 

the time).  Flat skull, angle, nose a fraction straight. Short broad wedge, whisker pads.  Almond 

shaped pale green eyes, very slightly deep set.   Level bite and quite good chin.  Short coat of good 

density which rolls back well.  Sound at the roots and a clear silvery sheen.  Tapered tail of good 

length and shape.  A few tail rings.  Mid blue coat colour.  Nice Russian expression.  Handled well. 

 

Russian Blue Adult Female 

1ST CC W/H NOBLE’S LARKSONG MOOMOOSHKA (16a) F 15.7.09  Sorry to withhold the 

certificate on this little girl but the main reason is that she is rather small and still looks like a kitten 

both for size and looks.  She is very pretty and has quite a good Russian expression.  Quite large and 

well set ears.  Short wedge.   Flat skull, some angle.  Nose a little straight.  Level bite, shallow chin.  

Almond shaped eyes of good deep green.  Mid blue coat colour, sound to the roots.  Whisker pads.  

Coat felt a little harsh showing some density but still showing kitten barring along the hair shafts. 

Tapered tail.  Friendly little girl who handled easily. 

For BOB only  



BOB  BANDY’S CH. LA BAYADERE (16a) F 2.3.09  Lovely Russian look to this lady.  Slightly 

lighter blue.  Fairly large ears almost vertically set.  Good short wedge with good width at muzzle.  

Showing whisker pads.  Level bite and good chin.  Pale green eyes, slightly deep set.   Short, really 

thick coat – silvery sheen better on head, shoulders and legs.  Good length tail, a fraction thick at the 

base and a slightly darker colour.  Some tail rings.   

Also considered 

BANDY’S CH. TROIKA SHEREMETEVA (16a) F 12.10.07 

 

Cornish Rex Neuter Male 

1ST PC & BOB HUMMERSTON’S CH & IGP CHRISAN CAMELOTT (33 31s) MN 3.7.06  A lovely 

Cornish gentleman.  Super large mussel shell shaped ears set rather high on the head.  Flat skull 

curving gently to an almost straight nose.  Medium sized oval green eyes.  Medium length wedge 

head.  Level bite and quite a firm chin.  Long straight legs and oval paws.  Short, soft coat which is 

beautifully rippled with waves throughout.  Long tapered well covered tail.  As always a pleasure to 

judge and he handles like the perfect gentleman.   

2nd TYLER’S PR. MEGGYMOO DONNCHA (33 31a) MN 23.3.09  A strong and elegant boy.  

Medium wedge.  Lovely large ears correctly set rather high on the head, wide at the base.  Flat skull 

leading to almost straight nose, very slight dip.  Level bite, chin falls away a little.  Oval green eyes.  

Long tapered tail, tiny bit of clean stud tail.  Long straight legs and oval paws.  Very short coat – 

visibly rippled although not dense enough to be feelable.   

Ocicat Neuter Female 

For BOB only 

BOB HAYCOCK’S PR. AMEEKA WILDCAT SALLY (73) FN 11.10.08  A big substantial cat with a 

gentle temperament.  Level bite, shallow chin.  Fairly large ears which need a little more width 

between them to give the correct 45 degree set.  Slight curve muzzle to cheek.  Broad muzzle with a 

suggestion of squareness.  Slight whisker pinch.  Fairly large eyes slightly angled towards ears – 

green in colour.  Dark brown spotting on  a Tawny agouti ground.  Brick red nose leather.  Eyes black 

rimmed, lighter surround.  Tabby M, facial markings, lines over the head to rows of spots along the 

spine.  Darker rings on tail to black tip.  Scattered spots on body some slight linkage on shoulders.  

Broken bracelets on legs.  Broken necklets.  Slightly difficult to spot (!!) but there are bulls eyes on 

both sides although they have a double spot in the centre.  Spotted tummy. 

Miscellaneous Classes 

Av Foreign (ex Rex) Adult 

1ST BUNTING’S CHINATREE XCHARDI ANDERSON (72 45aq) M 4.4.09   A boy of good type and 

lovely Asian expression who handles well.  Well ticked coat, paler undercoat.  Warm blue ticking.  

Tapered tail with rounded tip.  Well set ears.  Good eye shape and set.  Short, fine satin-like texture 

to coat.  Mature and good size, weight and condition.  Lovely fine texture to coat. 



 2nd PETERS’ CH. BUGGIBA ELLIECHLO GABBIE (72 45eq) F 13.8.06  Another nice Asian ticked 

female with well ticked coat ticking extending about half way down the hair shaft.  Black tail tip.  

Darker spine line.  Good short wedge head and well set ears.  Nose break.   

3rd BANDY’S CH. TROIKA SHEREMETEVA (16a) F 12.10.07 

AC Cornish, Devon Rex or Laperm Adult 

1ST CHALLIS’ REXELLENCE BLACKAGAIN (33a36) M 26.7.09  A very friendly Devon boy with large 

very wide apart ears which are set fairly low.  Short wedge and strong muzzle.  Some stop to nose.  

Bite OK.  Fair chin.   Slender legs and oval paws.  Eyes tending a little to roundness,  Short, soft coat 

of fair density and well waved all over.  Tummy down.  Long tapered tail also well covered just a 

slight touch of stud tail.  A real rolly polly boy.   

AV Foreign/Oriental Adolescent Adult Male 

1ST PATEY’S SILVERSMOKE FLASH GORDON (23c) M 9.9.09  A lovely Blue Aby boy.  Super size 

and weight for age.  Fairly large well set ears. Ears have a furry inner edge.  Lovely masculine and 

mature look to his head.   Good texture to coat which has a warm mushroom colour to base coat 

and overall appearance of warm blue ticked with deeper blue-grey.  Broken necklet.  Good colour to 

hocks.  Tapered tail of good length.  Lovely Aby expression.  

2ND CROW & GOSS’ KAGURA MERIADOC (72 43nsq) M 9.9.09 Young Caramel Silver Shaded 

Asian girl of good type.  Short wedge, lovely eye shape and set.  Level bite and good chin.  Lovely 

texture to short coat, lightly and evenly shaded.  Grumbled a bit but handled OK. 

3RD WILSON’S KUZMA KATZAKIORA GRAND SPHYNX (IMP) 84 16) M 7.8.09 

AV Foreign/Oriental Adolescent Adult Female 

1ST MOORE’S KINKAJEWSDEN EILEENNA (37p) F 31.10.09  Oriental Caramel Tortie girl of good 

oriental type.  Hugh ears well set.  Good profile.  Level bite and firm chin.  Long slender body and 

long fine tapered tail.  Oriental eye shape and set although colour a yellowy green. 

2nd MCRAE & GABB’S CH. YESSO BRECKIN (73b) F 9.6.09  Chocolate Ocicat female.  A nice girl 

with a shortish soft coat and distinct spotting.  Fair bulls eyes on both sides of body.  Ringed tail.  Leg 

bars. Large well set ears.  Slight square look to muzzle.  Slight nose break in profile.  Large eyes of 

deep gold colour.  

 3RD EVANS’ GLENDAVAN CAPERCAILLIE (23) F 7.10.09 

AV Foreign (ex Rex) Breeders Kitten Male 

1ST AUST’S AUSTAZOUS ACE (76 20) M 22.3.10  Young Bengal baby boy.  Good head shape.  

Large ears.   Level bite.  Good nose shape.  Long body, slightly fine tapered tail.  Short, soft coat with 

density coming.  Well defined black marbled pattern.  Quite good rufus colour to undercoat.   

2ND RAE’S RAEBURASI KWAI (72 45k) MN 10.2.10  Asian Ticked boy of good size and weight.  

Head a little long overall.  Large, roundish eyes – amber colour.  Level bite.  Well set largish ears.   

Chin, lips and throat white.    Lovely coat texture, short and close lying.  Broken necklet.  Barring on 



lower flanks.  Good tail shape.   Good warm colour to ticking which extends well down the hair shaft.  

A little nervous out of pen.   

AV Foreign (ex Rex) Breeders Kitten Female 

1ST MACEY’S FECHELDEE TABINA (74g) F 10.2.10  Nicely balanced Blue Tortie Tonkinese girl.  

Large well set ears.  Large blue green eyes.  Whisker pinch.  Level bite.  Chin could be firmer.  Long 

tapered tail.  Short, close lying coat.  Pattern to Tortie points.  Nice expression. 

2ND NOBLE’S LARKSONG SUPAFAST JELLYFISH (16a) F 12.3.10  Young Russian Blue female of 

good size and weight.  Well set vertical ears. Slight angle and flat skull.  Longish nose with a slight 

allowable dip.  Bite OK.  Deep chin although it falls back a little.   Slight whisker pads.  Short mid blue 

coat with density coming although still kitten banded at the moment.  Almost sound at the roots.  

Long tapered tail with several rings at the moment.  Elegant girl, happy to be handled.   

AC Cornish/ Devon Rex or Laperm Breeders Kitten 

1ST KINDELL’S KARENANNE LILY WILDE (33a15s) 26.4.10  A lovely Devon Rex baby of very good 

type.  Huge low set ears very wide at the base and with long tufts.  Short broad wedge with a good 

strong muzzle.  Short nose with a good stop.   Level bite.  Large oval eyes slanting slightly to outer 

edge of ears.  Elegant slender neck.  Fully coated with rexing developing well.  Tail well covered.  

Tummy down.  Long tapered tail waved and with a curl at the tip.  Delightful temperament.  

Congratulations on becoming Best Foreign Kitten. 

2ND BOSWELL’S DIADEMHILL JUST KEVIN (33 36a) M 20.4.10  Sweet Kevin (lovely name) was a 

bit unlucky to meet up with Lily as he is also a lovely Cornish boy.  Moderate wedge head.   He has 

large ears set rather high on the head and of the correct mussel-shell shape.  Medium sized oval 

eyes, the top line correctly straight.  Profile slightly “domed” from the top of the head to the nose.  

Overall has a good Cornish expression.  Fully coated with soft really broad waves including his tail 

and paws.   

AV Foreign (ex Rex) Breeders Neuter Male 

1st MACLAINE’S GR. PR. BOMBASTIC MIDNIGHT (76b30) MN 1.5.07  A lovely big Bengal 

gentleman with superb deep blue eyes.  Really dense and short coat with well defined markings.  

Broad head, medium sized ears.  Broad nose.  Whisker pads.  Wide set eyes.  Lovely pearl dusted 

look.  Handled well. 

2nd MCCARTEN’S GR. PR. AGAPIMOU BLACK ARCHIMEDES (72) MN 27.3.08  A big strong 

Bombay boy.  Short wedge but flaring out his ears a little.  Level bite.  Light amber eye colour.  Slight 

nose break.  Chin deep although it falls away a little.   Lovely short, close lying coat of fine texture.  

Sound black to the roots.  Tapered tail with a rounded tip.  Oval paws. 

3rd GOODGER’S GR. PR. SOOSTEE WHITE GOLD (76b30) MN 9.11.04 

AV Foreign (ex Rex) Breeders Neuter Female 



1st MACEY’S CH & PR. FECHELDEE VENUS (74c) FN 26.5.01  A very nice Lilac Tonkinese girl and 

looking very good for her years.  Very good head type.  Points blending gently to body.  Blue/green 

eyes.  Modified wedge.  Well set ears.  Perfectly charming to handle. 

2ND BARNES’ MAKEITSO VANILLA SKY (23e) FN 18.12.07  Another nice girl, Fawn Aby.  Good 

head.  Large, well set ears.  Moderate wedge head.  Lovely eye shape and set – amber in colour.  

Muzzle indentation.  Very faint broken necklet.  Tapered tail, thick base and fawn tip. Really good 

coat texture, not too soft.  Base coat creamy in colour.   Whitish chin/lips and nostrils.  Well made 

girl who was a little nervous out of her pen. 

  

Household Pet/\Pedigree Pet Sections Miscellaneous 

Any Variety Male  (a) 

1ST POTTER’S DUKE (SH Ginger & White) MN 14yrs  Hard to believe that Duke is 14 years old – 

he certainly doesn’t look it.  A large gentle boy in super condition. 

2ND JAMES’ CLASSICAL JAZZ (SH Brown Tabby) MN 1yr 1 month  A huge tabby boy a bit reluctant 

to come out of his pen but handled well when he gave up he struggle!  A well made boy with round 

yellow eyes.  Strong thick tail.  Excellent condition. 

3RD CRACKNELL’S PIPPIN (SLH Black & White) MN 1 year 

Any Variety Male (b) 

1ST BESWICK’S MC SOLOMON (SH – Lilac) MN 5 years  A lovely short haired lilac with a super 

short glossy coat and the only one who purred for me!   

2ND MCLEOD’SOZZIE (LH Blue & White) MN 1yr 2mths  A lovely blue and white longhaired boy 

with a superb coat and well prepared.  Handled well. 

3RD EDWARDS’ JET (LH Black & White) MN 5 years 

 


